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Abstract: As semantic multimedia is approaching mainstream, even the great im-
provements that can be seen in its classic schools, like the data mining inspired In-
formation Retrieval based on metadata analysis, or Computer Vision, might not be
enough. We identify a new group that gains traction in the semantic multimedia
community and which uses as starting point developments from psychology and vi-
sual communication. For the purposes of this article we restrict our domain to visual
rhetoric as we consider it to yield the biggest potential for future developments.
Living in times when the periods between crises seem to be shorter and shorter, we
look at how developments in semantic multimedia can be used for predicting and
overcoming crises. We analyze at least 2 aspects related to this: using information
visualization to understand the evolution of crises and creating multi-layered semantic
multimedia technologies that can easily be adapted to use a variety of sources and
solve problems from diﬀerent domains. In both cases we show how techniques inspired
by visual rhetoric (information linking, framing, composition) in conjunction with
named entity recognition oﬀer a lot of beneﬁts. The section related to multi-layered
semantic multimedia technologies also draws on the lessons learned while designing a
prototype application aimed at improving tourism decision making process.
The article ends with a discussion on evaluation methods for multi-layered semantic
technologies applications. We look at how to evaluate them on both levels: mech-
anisms (information linking versus raw named entity recognition when generating
visuals, for example), and decision making strategies (Do such systems actually solve
real problems related to crises, create jobs or at least can they be repurposed to solve
other problems than the one with which we have started?).
Keywords: semantic multimedia, visual rhetoric, text to visual matching, interactive
documentary, crisis strategies, multimedia storytelling
"The progress of civilization can be read in the invention
of visual artifacts, from writing to mathematics,
to maps, to printing, to diagrams, to visual computing."
Stuart Card et. al. - Readings in Information Visualization
1 Introduction
In today’s fast Web there is a need for elegant mechanisms that can help us understand how
to process, store, retrieve and present the huge amount of information contained in multimedia
ﬁles. Semantic multimedia [23] [24], the branch of Semantic Web focused on the analysis of mul-
timedia documents, traditionally employed methods like metadata analysis, feature extraction
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or multimodal analysis, and as a result, the core researchers were split in two large groups: a
group that had its roots in text processing and data mining, and a group with roots in computer
vision [21] [23] [24]. Of course at times one will need to apply both methods to get meaningful
information from a multimedia system. Today, new groups are slowly emerging, driven by the
advances from ﬁelds like visual communication, psychology or biology. The group at which we
adhere is still a small one and tries to tie the ideas from the modern visual rhetoric to informa-
tion visualization, multimedia processing and generation, interactive documentaries and other
semantic multimedia areas.
Visual rhetoric [11] is one of the new disciplines taken into account by the semantic mul-
timedia researchers. We consider this cross-pollination natural since both ﬁelds deal with the
interpretation of visual media (paintings, photographs, movies, games, etc.). The question we
would like to address in this paper is how can we design semantic technologies that take into
account the ﬁndings from visual rhetoric?
The rest of the paper is organized in 4 sections. Section 2 starts with a discussion about
the various schools and deﬁnitions of visual rhetoric; and identiﬁes several ideas that have a
potential for growth in the ﬁeld of semantic multimedia. It also contains a review of the related
work. Section 3 continues with a short analysis of the role that visual methods have in decision
making with a special focus on crisis economics. Section 4 presents some ideas about prevention
of crises and a case study built around a prototype application. We conclude our paper with
a discussion on the various evaluation methods that can be used in order to assess the success
of our enterprise, both on the level of the mechanisms described (comparisons between diﬀerent
methods for generating multimedia content) and on the level of decision making strategies.
2 The Role of Visual Rhetoric in Semantic Multimedia and Re-
lated Work
Images, video ﬁles or graphics of any kind (paintings, infographics, interactive visualizations)
always tell more than we would like to admit. Since the biggest processing engine we have is
our brain we should pay more attention to how we process and present any information using
multimedia channels. Visual rhetoric is one of the modern disciplines that can help us do precisely
this, if we take the time to study it and apply it to our representation and interactivity problems
[11]. While visual rhetoric is not new, its theoretical treatment and multimedia applications are.
The seeds of this discipline can be found in the articles about art theory, ﬁlm art and iconology,
published in the German Space since the third decade of the 20th century. Probably the most
famous exponents of that period were Rudolf Arnheim [2] and Ernst Gombrich [9]. The term
visual rhetoric was rarely used at the time, but most of the elements discussed in their essays (from
equilibrium to lighting or color, but also space or dynamics) are included in modern treatments
of visual rhetorics. The inﬂuence of this movement goes well beyond visual communication, and
their ideas can be found almost everywhere from architecture to game design. This wave was
mostly focused on issues of representation and composition in art.
During the ’60s and ’70s there was a French wave of visual rhetoric, which was inspired
from the ﬁlm criticism of Cahiers du Cinema, literary criticism and philosophy, its most famous
exponents being Roland Barthes [3] and Jacques Bertin [4]. Cinema, photography and charts
were the focus of the essays published during this wave.
Today, the dominant current in visual rhetoric theory is Anglo-Saxon, Gunther Kress [17] or
Charles Hill [11] being some of its most respected proponents. Eric Kandel [16], belongs probably
to both the German and Anglo-Saxon wave (he left Vienna when he was 9 years old in 1938, but
he always tried to keep contact with fellow Austrians like Ernst Kris or Ernst Gombrich who were
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inﬂuential in establishing the grounds on which a scientiﬁc theory of visual rhetoric will someday
be formed). The current wave is one of solid grounding, multimodality, mathematics, computer
science and semiotics being used to connect the dots between the various long running threads.
Complex questions are asked (questions like: What is the role of music in a certain scene from a
movie? How can certain elements be used in the same scene to enhance its meaning?). By doing
this, the current wave starts to deconstruct the authorial intentions in a scientiﬁc manner.
While there is no single all-encompassing deﬁnition of visual rhetoric to this day, there is
a consensus regarding the fact that you can create a visual rhetoric space for any discipline.
Some of the ﬁelds where visual rhetoric can and should be used are investigated in [11] together
with the possible deﬁnitions of visual rhetoric as seen from those ﬁelds of study. Basically all
deﬁnitions agree on one aspect: visual rhetoric is a form of communication that uses images to
construct meaning or arguments. By extension, visual literacy deﬁnes the way we respond to
images and it implies that we are already well trained in how to read images.
The beginnings of visual rhetoric were controversial (as proved by the Ernst Haeckel biological
images forgery case [8]), but its continuous improvement, especially during the last two decades,
has led to its acceptance as one of the leading areas of research in visual communication. It is
enough to look up the list of publications from the premier venues for semantic web, multimedia
or information visualization publications (Journal of Web Semantics, ACM Multimedia, IEEE
Multimedia, IEEE TVVG, ACM TOMCCAP) during the last years (2008 - 2012) to discover that
some of the articles that received a lot of attention (Best Paper Awards, quotations, discussions
in other papers, even sequels) apply ideas inspired by visual rhetoric like: visual query suggestion
[30], narrative visualization [20], aﬀective image classiﬁcation [18], framing eﬀects [13] and color
naming models and their applications [10]. Hullman and Diakopoulos [13] apply their ideas on
visualization rhetoric to a class of visualizations identiﬁed by Segel and Heer [20] as narrative
visualizations.
Narrative visualizations do not just visually present some numbers, but also draw attention
to the story behind those numbers, and in doing so they need to deploy an entire arsenal of
techniques like provenance rhetoric, mapping rhetoric (visual metaphors, contrast, etc), linguistic
or procedural rhetorics [13]. The paper about color naming models [10] is important mainly
for library builders (especially JavaScript libraries), while [18] uses features generally used in
psychology and biology to create an aﬀective image classiﬁcation. Some of the metrics used
in [18] are color (name, contrast, features), texture (wavelet, Tamura, etc.), composition (depth
of ﬁeld, rule of thirds) or content (human faces, skin).
An interesting problem in our view is that of using images to illustrate arguments. An
existing approach towards this problem involves ﬁnding the entities from texts (or even a search
box) and associating them with images from medical literature (using caption processing, image
processing, and topic discovery), and can be found in the Structured Literature Image Finder [1].
The training data used manually annotated images from diﬀerent subcellular locations. SLIF,
developed at CMU, is basically a restricted search engine, one that has as domain medical
literature. For medical texts software like this is extremely valuable, as it is often the case that
an image presents an entire story.
Identifying images that best represent entities is a challenging task by itself, but identifying
images that would best illustrate a point of view is an even more daunting task. It is however
the task that anyone involved in visual rhetoric would like to solve, especially people involved
in advertising. Bocconi, Hardman and Nack [5] were able to generate matter of opinion docu-
mentaries by "framing" into a larger conversation clips from interviews that captured people’s
reactions to the September 11 terrorist act. After proving how to build the "framing" mecha-
nisms using semantic graphs, they conclude that the role of visuals in providing support for the
subject matter in documentaries needs to be further developed. We used this assumption as a
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starting point for our investigations and discovered that there are several theories in social semi-
otics [11] [17] [27] dedicated to supporting verbal meaning with visual artifacts, and we started
to build a framework around these theories.
What we noticed by reviewing the literature is that while these articles are hardly related
when it comes to subject (apparently there aren’t many connections between visual query sugges-
tion, information visualization or color naming models), and some of them do not even mention
the term visual rhetoric (except for [13] which refers to "visualization rhetoric"), almost all of
them quote some of the pioneers of the ﬁeld (Rudolf Arnheim [2], Johanes Itten [14], Roland
Barthes [3], or Jacques Bertin [4], for example), and some were inﬂuenced by the research group
led by Alberto del Bimbo [7]. This suggests that a third group is gaining lots of traction in
the area of semantic multimedia, and that this group embraces theories from art, psychology or
biology. The surveyed papers are built upon the philosophy of the early pioneers of the ﬁeld,
while we base our work on theories developed in the last 15 years.
3 Visual Rhetoric for Decision Making in Times of Crisis
Mainstream economists almost always fail to predict crises, and the example of the current
crisis (started in 2008 with the collapse of the American housing market, and at the time of
writing - 2012 - still unﬁnished) is one of the best. There a few economists who are said to have
predicted this crisis (Nouriel Roubini, Peter Schiller, Nassim Taleb and others) [34], but there are
hardly any graphics that prove their theories. The most interesting theories present dragon-kings
(signiﬁcant or meaningful outliers), black swans (in essence events that are almost impossible
to predict) and other models that would lead to accurate predictions. Dragon-kings models
proposed by ETH’s Didier Sornette [15] [22] [31] do not involve events that can’t be predicted,
as black swan events suppose. Sornette’s group anticipated some short bubbles and published
the results sometimes few days before the actual events occurred [31]. Other economists just
improved SOM models and run them against datasets related to the current crisis [19]. While
they did not predict a new crisis or the length of the current one with a great accuracy, these
models are still useful and can help us understand what happens in today’s high frequency
trading markets.
We think that the worst part when it comes to crisis prediction or visualization is that
even some of the best visualizations (take the visualizations from one of the top contests, for
example [33]) do not present us with the visual cues (dragon-kings, black swans) that would
make us easily understand what happened during the last years. Just plotting some data without
highlighting the events that suggest bubbles or other crisis scenarios is not going to help us too
much. We have to spend more time thinking about the results of the visualizations and how to
present those results in such a way that they are easy to understand. This means more time
spent tackling the problems related to manipulation and bias, since graphics can in the same time
improve our understanding of current or past events, but they can also be used to manipulate the
public opinion. In today’s connected world, where most of the governments put their data online
(including ﬁnancial data), we think that this dual nature of visualization rhetoric is something
we must carefully address. [13] shows how to "frame" narrative visualizations to present diﬀerent
points of view related to the same event (poll predictions). Another method to insert more
information into visualizations would be to combine various visual metaphors as demonstrated
in [12].
We think there are multiple reasons why current visualizations do not take into account such
phenomena.
First, many visualizations are not done by interdisciplinary teams, so if the researchers have
not heard about such events (dragon kings, black swans, etc) they will not be represented in the
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end product (this assumption does not apply to bigger outlets with traditions in visualization
like The New York Times or Guardian).
Second, most of the visualization rhetoric used today still comes from several sources (usually
Jacques Bertin [4], William Cleveland [6], Edward Tufte [25] [26], Leland Willkinson [29], the
last one being more recent than the rest) mostly focused on visual presentation of data, but not
on framing and the consequences of framing and story selection.
Third, there is no single, uniform, easy to understand and use visual rhetoric for any type of
decision making. This means that all visualization designers need to master visual literacy. For
today’s visualization designers there is an easy path towards mastery of both visual rhetoric and
visual literacy: they can start learning online (outlets like: [36]- [41]) and then go on and read
the masters (classics: [4], [6], [25], [26], [29], or modern: [42]- [44]).
Just by choosing a story and applying some creative layering techniques over a plot we will
not be able to predict and prevent a crisis. If we want to be able to do that, we will have to rely
on other mechanisms like job creation, for example. Or we will have to create technologies that
work on multiple levels and are easy to adapt for solving diﬀerent problems. Prevention is not
going to be of much help as long as the visualizations we use do not show us the dragon-kings
or black swans.
4 Multi-layered Strategies for Overcoming Crisis - Semantic Tech-
nologies to Increase Proﬁts
A good case study for our ideas would involve a situation in which we can produce multimedia
content in order to leverage some of the advantages that interactive visual environments have
over traditional media. Tourism industry, entertainment, or politics could be considered some
of the premier venues where image is everything and such applications would help a lot. Take
for example this scenario: you have several videos in which speakers tell stories about what they
like in a city. If you want to create a short movie from this clips, you will likely want to convince
those who watch it that the city being spoken about is really beautiful. This means you will
have to replace in many places the images of the speakers with those of the objects or concepts
being spoken about. Using visual rhetoric is just one of the best ways to automate this process.
Our approach towards the use of visual rhetoric in semantic multimedia is based on some
of the more recent ﬁndings, like [11] and [17]. The main goal of our project is to understand
how to use visual rhetoric in multimedia environments. Some secondary goals for the project
are to use textual to visual matching methods and visual content generation methods. Most of
the work presented in Section 2 uses visual rhetoric only for interpretation/explanation purposes
(this visualization presents the evolution of a player during the last season, for example), whereas
our goals are more inclined towards the possible applications of visual rhetoric in the space of
multimedia content generation (automated movie generations, automated footprint generation,
automated summary generations).
The case study involves a prototype web application called Interview eXplorer and used to
generate visuals for a series of interviews with people (mostly students) regarding their lives in
a foreign city (Vienna, the capital of Austria). We selected Vienna as the city that must be
explored, not only because we spend a lot of time in the city, but also because:
 It is the city where the whole movement with integration between science and art started
around 1900, according to the Nobel Prize laureate Eric Kandel [16];
 It is a city with lots of historical sites which are well represented on any media property,
from Twitter to Wikipedia (Belvedere or Stephansdom, for example);
 It is a big city with enough green spaces (Donauinsel, Vienna Woods, etc.);
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Figure 1: The components of the prototype
 The landscape changes quite fast because there are lots of new construction sites;
While it does not have so many iconic images like London, Paris or New York, it consistently
ranks higher on Mercer’s Quality of life tops for few years now [36] (which can make for interesting
life questions which should theoretically be harder to illustrate through images).
The generated short documentaries (webisodes) can be used in eﬀective marketing campaigns
for attracting students or tourists, for example, but they can also be used as research tools in
economy or social sciences in order to understand the needs and the habits of the population
from a certain area.
The interviews contain questions related to the parts of Vienna that attract the students
(buildings, parks, Danube - easier to illustrate if we use an automated approach based on named
entity recognition), but also questions about how well they integrated into the new environment
(work, friends, social life - harder to illustrate even if you use a manual approach, and it gets
even worse with automated approaches).
The application can function in 2 modes: Search (where we can just see the proposed visuals
and some widgets with additional information about the entities mentioned) and Explore (where
we can see proposals on how to illustrate episodes with the related identiﬁed visuals).
For additional information we integrated widgets that display data fromWikipedia or Twitter,
or the maps from Google, for example. Integrating Facebook widgets was problematic, as some
of the people interviewed felt that it would be a serious breach of their privacy. They were
basically not aware that all you need to ﬁnd a person on Facebook is a name. People that had
Twitter accounts were more likely to agree to display their information on the Twitter widget,
because they see this as free publicity.
Currently, all the videos, images and interviews used in the prototype are from the personal
collection of the author. A long term goal of the project would be to use any free images or
videos available on the web that are related to the topic discussed.
The front end of the prototype was programmed in JavaScript, while the back end uses several
other programming languages. The communication between diﬀerent components is done using
the JSON format.
Since this is a prototype, and not a commercial application, we are not able to provide metrics
regarding its proﬁtability. The expression from the title of this section should be interpreted as:
since semantic technologies are now cheaper than they used to be, they can easily be used to
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Figure 2: Interview Explorer Prototype - First Iteration
Figure 3: Visual suggestions tab from the eXplore mode. This simple visualization oﬀers only
several suggestions for replacing the frames of each video block.
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create applications that provide lots of features at an accessible price. Maybe the most interesting
aspect related to the development of such applications is the fact that you can create a stack of
technologies to solve a speciﬁc problem (replace the image of the person that is interviewed with
images about the things he is talking about) and easily repurpose them to solve other problems
(like use the generated documentaries for marketing purposes, or add an interactive visualization
layer on top and provide data that can be useful for government to understand foreign citizens
living in Austria, for example). Seen from this perspective, the fact that semantic web is now
becoming mainstream should help a lot of companies create the tools that will help them easily
navigate through the bad periods they are now confronting.
5 Discussion and Future Work
By looking at the work presented in Section 2, it can be easily seen that there is a new current
in semantic multimedia. This current might not yet be on par with Information Retrieval or
Computer Vision, but it is certainly developing into something powerful and useful in the same
time. It might not be a fully formed school like the ones we mentioned, but given the large
number of papers in top venues we think that this school will be important in the next couple
of years. Transforming visual rhetoric into science is not something that will happen overnight.
It takes time to build the mathematical models and the simulations that are associated with
scientiﬁc processes, and also needed in order to reproduce the results.
As we have seen in Section 3, many crisis prediction models should also include a visual
component (SVM visualization, dragon-king, black swan or something else). We think that
visualizations should take this ﬁnding into account and such patterns should be discovered as
soon as possible. It is hard for us to understand why big companies invest millions or billions
of dollars or euros into visualization systems for real-time stock trading, but when it comes to
presenting their ﬁndings to the public they almost never show the patterns that could lead to
crises. Before fractal analysis we could argue that there were no good mathematical models to
predict crises [15] [22] [31], but now since we have such models we should use them.
The prototype from Section 4 is going through new iterations. Future work will involve trying
to replace images of speakers with images of the concepts being spoken about. We will also add
new layers to our architecture: a visualization layer, a sentiment analysis layer, and so on.
We are currently undertaking an evaluation of the system on components level. It is currently
the only method to evaluate it since our system uses images and videos that are not from
standardized datasets like TRECVID [35].
We also do user evaluations against each component, because it is important to know what
the users feel about the end result. First reactions of the interviewed persons were that the
system looks good and it is useful. They would even see themselves using it, if it would be
open to public, since they consider it has the potential to be great in the space of personalized
entertainment. We will perform a more detailed survey to assess the strength and weaknesses
of our approach in the eyes of the users. Since today cinema viewers are accustomed to seeing
complex narratives, we know that their expectations are high. For example, the ending from one
of last year’s most critically acclaimed movies: Tinker, Tailor, Soldier, Spy mixes scenes that
happened during at least 4 periods of time (the distance between each being several years) in only
5 minutes (the focus is on the relationship between two characters, and the ascension of the third
in light of the recent events), but still manages to keep us involved and provide a satisfactory and
artsy conclusion in the same time. We are aware that reaching such an artistic mastery requires
a long commitment from our side, but our ﬁrst target is not Tinker, Tailor, Soldier, Spy, when
it comes to generating an engaging narrative (as that movie is also a dramatic adaptation of a
novel), but rather The Autobiography of Nicolae Ceausescu, a documentary which manages to
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tell the dictator’s story without any background narration. From our point of view reaching
the artistic and information complexity level of this documentary (editing, scoring, narrative
comprehension, etc.) will take several years, but the ﬁrst steps toward this goal have already
been made.
Assessing the success of our prototype system on the level of decision making strategies
represents a complex process which is also likely to take several years. It involves developing
future versions and showing the end product to potential customers in order to draft a commercial
version in one day. A commercial version might easily function on multiple levels as we suggested.
For example, if we would implement it for a touristic city portal, the system could generate both
the ads that could be served to visitors (ads for ski during winter, and for hiking during summers),
but also the presentations for various locations from the city and webisodes that show diﬀerent
aspects of living in that community.
Combining such systems with social media monitoring for example would allow us to extract
more information from chained events like the Arab Spring. This will oﬀer us an unprecedented
level of access to information to real historical events, which is a thing all historians would like.
Adding powerful prediction models to such a system would make it the ultimate crises prediction
and intervention tool. We are only a few steps away from such systems as they are predicted in
movies like Minority Report.
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